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Grothendieck developed the theory of (pure) motives as a means towards un- 
derstanding the analogies between various cohomology theories on (smooth, 
projective) varieties. The construction of the category of (pure) Chow motives 
([Kl l] [Ma] [Se] [SC]) is based on formal properties of the Chow groups, in 
particular an intersection product. Assuming the standard conjectures, the ex- 
istence of this category (and its variants obtained by choosing other equiva- 
lence relations on cycles) has indeed profound implications for the various co- 
homology theories, cf. [K12]. 
Now that a good equivariunt intersection theory has been developed by Edi- 
din and Graham [E-G], it seems natural to extend the construction of Chow 
motives to equivariant Chow motives; these should serve as a ‘universal’ 
equivariant cohomology theory for smooth complete varieties with a group 
action. Interestingly, the existence of a category of equivariant motives has 
some non-trivial implications for the various equivariant theories - even with- 
out assuming any standard conjectures. 
The general principle of this paper is as follows: A theorem involving equi- 
variant Chow groups should have a motivic version. This motivic version then 
induces a corresponding statement for all ‘good’ equivariant cohomology the- 
ories. It is primarily this powerful universal principle of motives that I intend to 
illustrate. 
Here follows a summary of the paper: 
The first paragraph starts with a review of Edidin and Graham’s equivariant 
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intersection theory. This theory permits in an obvious way, following Gro- 
thendieck’s classical construction, the definition of a category Mc of (pure 
Chow) G-motives, for any linear algebraic group G. Denoting by Vo the cate- 
gory of smooth complete varieties with G-action, there is an obvious functor 
hi : VG --f Mc. For G equal to the identity, we get back Grothendieck’s con- 
struction, denoted h : V ----f M. 
The notion of ‘good G-cohomology’ is axiomatized (Definition 1.10) in such 
a way that any good G-cohomology factorizes over MG. 
Using Manin’s identity principle, one proves a motivic version of Edidin and 
Graham’s localization theorem for torus actions (Theorem 1.18). As a corollary 
(1.19) a similar theorem holds for any good T-cohomology. 
In paragraph 2, things get more technical. The reason is that we want to be able 
to compare a G-motive ho(X) with the ordinary motive h(X). This is possible in 
the category of equivariant motives Mequi, which contains Mc as a full sub- 
category for any linear algebraic group G. An even larger category is M&+ 
which contains in addition ‘geometric quotient motives’ h/o(X). 
The notion of ‘good equivariant cohomology’ is axiomatized (Definition 
2.12) in such a way that a good equivariant cohomology factorizes over Mequi. 
One of the main results of 92 is the following 
Theorem 2.16. Let G be a connected solvable linear algebraic group, and let 
X E VG. Then the motive h(X) is canonically a quotient object of hG(X) in Mequi. 
As a corollary (2.17) for G as in the theorem and X E VG there are canonical 
surjections 
Z-&(X, j) -+ H’(X, j) 
for any good equivariant cohomology. (This corollary applies in particular to 
the equivariant higher Chow groups, which does not seem easy to prove di- 
rectly.) 
Finally, in the third paragraph some comments are made about variations on 
these results, and some open questions are touched upon. 
I. THE CATEGORY MG 
In $1, we construct, for any fixed algebraic group G, the category MG of (pure 
Chow) G-motives. 
1.0. Conventions, notations. For a fixed algebraically closed base field k, let G 
be a linear algebraic group acting on a smooth complete variety X over k. We 
shall assume that either X is projective and the G-action linear with respect to 
some projective embedding, or G is connected, or G is special [E-G, 2.11. 
Let VG be the category of smooth complete varieties Xover k with G-action 
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such that (X, G) satisfies one of the above hypotheses; morphisms in Vo are 
G-equivariant morphisms of varieties. 
1.1. Equivariant intersection theory. There is a contravariant functor 
A;; : vc --+ {graded rings} 
defined as follows [E-G, 2.21: For X E VG, a mixed quotient XC is defined as 
XG := (X X U)/G, 
where U is an open subset of a representation Vof G such that G acts freely on 
U (Xo exists as a geometric quotient under the assumptions of (1.0)). The i-th 
equivariant Chow group ALX of X is defined as 
A’,X := ,‘f’(Xo) @Q, 
where A* denotes ordinary Chow groups graded by codimension, and it is 
supposed that the codimension of V - U in U is sufficiently high relative to i 
(To see that A;X is well-defined, i.e. does not depend on choice of U and V, cf. 
[E-G, 2.21). Note that contrary to ordinary Chow groups, A’,X can be non-zero 
for arbitrarily large i. The ring-structure on AZX is constructed in [E-G, 2.41. 
For a proper morphism f : X 4 Y in VG with X, Y equidimensional and 
m = dim Y - dim X, there are also push-forwards 
and pull-back, push-forward and intersection product satisfy all the usual 
compatibilities [E-G]. 
One has a forgetful homomorphism ou : A$X + A’X, given by restriction to 
a fiber of the map Xo --+ (Sp k)G; this homomorphism commutes with pull- 
back, push-forward and intersection product. 
Definition 1.2. For two G-varieties X, Y E vo, the group of G-correspondences 
of degree Y from X to Yis defined as follows. Let X = JJ Xi with Xt irreducible, 
then 
CorrL(X, Y) := @ Azmx+‘(X x Y). 
i 
Composition of correspondences 
CorrL(X, Y) 63 Corr”,( Y, 2) + CorrL+‘(X, 2) 
is defined in the obvious way: 
0’ @P H PO o := (Pxz) * ((PxY)*w . (PYz,*uq, 
where PXZ (resp. pxy resp. pyz) denotes projection from X x Y x Z to X x Z 
(resp. to X x Y resp. to Y x Z). 
Note that composing with the element 
ido := [(A x U)/G] E Corri(X,X), 
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A c X x X being the diagonal, is the identity on Corrk(X, X). 
The category MG of (pure Chow) G-motives is defined as follows: objects are 
triples (X,p, m) where X E VG, p E Corrt(X, X) is a projector, i.e. p2 = p, and 
m is an integer. For two G-motives (X,p, m), (Y, q, n) in MG, morphisms are 
HomMc((X,p,m), (Y,q,n)) := qCor$“(X, Y)p c Corr:-“(X, Y), 
compostition being given by composition of correspondences. 
The category MG is additive, pseudo-abelian (though not necessarily abe- 
lian, cf. [SC, Corollary 3.51) and has a tensor product: 
(X,p,m)@(Y,q,n) :=(Xx Y,Pxq, mfn), 
where p x q is the equivariant exterior product. 
1.3. Motives of varieties. One disposes of a contravariant functor 
hc: VG + MC, 
given on objects by 
he(X) := (x, ido, o), 
and on morphismsf : X -+ Y by 
f” := [(‘rf x U)/G] E C or&Y, x) =: HomM,(ho( Y), he(X)), 
where ‘rf c X x Y denotes the transpose of the graph rf off: One easily 
checks that hG is indeed a functor. (Remark that hG is well-defined, i.e. does not 
depend on the choice of a mixed quotient: Indeed, the elements ido andf’ are 
preserved under the ‘double fibration isomorphism’ of [E-G, 2.21.) 
The unit motive ll~ and Lefschetz motive ILc are defined as 
lo := (Sp k, ido, o), I& := (Sp k, idd, -1). 
The unit motive is the neutral element for the tensor product on MC; every 
G-motive is a direct factor of hG(X) @ iLF for suitable X and n. 
Remark 1.4. Taking G to be the trivial group {e}, we get what is usually de- 
noted M, the category of (pure) Chow motives. The functor h+) : V{,) + MIX, 
will simply be denoted h : V + M. 
1.5. Chow groups of motives. A G-motive A4 E MG has equivariant Chow 
groups, defined as 
AL(M) := HomM,(lL~‘, M). 
In particular if x E VG: 
&(hG(X)) = F&X. 
1.6. There is an involution ” : MLpP + MC, defined on objects as 
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(X,p, m)” := (X,‘p, d - m) if dim X = d, 
and on morphisms by using the transpose of correspondences: 
f : A;(X x Y) -3 Ab(Y x X). 
The familiar formula 
HomM,(M @ N, P) = HomM,(M, NV @ P) 
is trivially seen to hold. 
1.7. Manin’s identity principle. Given M E MG, let WM : VG -+ {graded 
Q-vector spaces} denote the covariant functor 
Y H &(M @ hG( Y)). 
Then one can prove using (1.6) (cf. [Ma] [SC, 2.21) that the functor M H WM is 
fully faithful, whence: 
(1) A morphismf : M --) N in MG is an isomorphism if and only if the in- 
duced maps 
Wf( y) : A;;(d’f 8 hG( y)) + A*,(N 8 hG( y)) 
are isomorphisms for all Y E VG. 
(2) Two morphisms f,g : M --t N in MG coincide if and only if 
wf( Y) = L+(Y) for all Y E VG. 
Example 1.8. Suppose X E VG has a cellular decomposition relative to a base. 
That is, suppose that X 4 S is a flat morphism in VG of pure relative di- 
mension n, and that X admits a filtration by closed G-subschemes 
X = X0 > Xi > . . > Xk+ 1 = 0, such that X, - X3+ 1 is S-isomorphic to affine 
S-space A”,-d” . Then one has an isomorphism of motives 
&(X) 2 & &(S) @ [L$’ E MG. 
s=O 
Proof. To prove this equality, we follow [SC, 2.61 where the G = {e} case is 
proven. 
By Manin’s identity principle, it suffices to check that for any Y E VG one has 
an isomorphism of equivariant Chow groups 
A’,(X x Y) 2 & &d”(S x Y). 
s=o 
This isomorphism can readily be proven by induction on k (cf. for instance 
[Kij, Appendix]), once one has a functorial bigraded theory Ai satisfying 
homotopy, a long exact localization sequence and such that A: % A& 
In case X and S are projective, one may take for A$ the equivariant higher 
Chow groups as defined in [E-G]: 
AiX := A’(x~,j) @ Q, 
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where the right-hand-side is Bloch’s higher Chow group [Bl 1, B12]. To discard 
the projective hypothesis, one might also set 
Au .= CH 
G’ dlrnX~-i+j,dimXG-I(XG) @ Q$ 
where CH,,, at the right denotes Gillet’s bigraded Chow theory [Gi, Section 81, 
and XG is an appropriate mixed quotient (homotopy, localization and the van- 
ishing CHP,q(M) = 0 for p > dimM [Gi, Section 81 show this is well-de- 
fined). 0 
Remark 1.9. The assumptions of (1.8) are in particular satisfied when 
S = Sp k, X is a smooth projective variety and G = T is a torus acting on X 
with finitely many fixed points [B-B]. 
Definition 1.10. A good G-cohomology with respect to MG is a contravariant 
functor 
H;;(-, *) : VG ---f (bigraded R-vector spaces} 
(R = Q, Qep, [w, or C), with a number d which is either 1 or 2, such that 
(1) Any X E Vc has a canonical fundamental class 
P-1, E Ho,W, 0); 
(2) A proper morphism f : X + Y in VG with X, Y equidimensional and 
m = dim Y - dim X has a functorial push-forward 
f* : H#,j) + H, i+dm( Y,j); 
(3) For any X E Vc, there is an intersection product denoted “.“: 
Hk(X,j) x Hi(X, I) -+ Hck(X,j + I), 
and intersecting with [XIH is the identity on Hk(X, j); 
(4) All the natural compatibilities between the operations (l)-(3) (up to, and 
including, a projection formula) hold; 
(5) There is a ‘cycle class’ natural transformation of functors 
clH : A;; --f H&O), 
compatible with proper push-forwards and intersection products, and such 
that 
cl~[(X x u)/G] = [xl, E Ho,(X 0). 
If no confusion is likely to arise, the words ‘with respect o Mc’ will be omitted. 
If in the above definition G = {e}, the defined object will simply be called good 
cohomology. 
Examples 1.11. (1) The following are good cohomologies, up to a shift of in- 
dices: singular cohomology with Q-coefficients (if k = Q algebraic DeRham 
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cohomology; Q-adic ttale cohomology; Deligne cohomology with Q-coeffi- 
cients (for these 4 examples, d = 2); Bloch’s higher Chow groups tensored with 
Q (restricted to projective varieties to get an intersection product); Gillet’s bi- 
graded Chow theory tensored with Q; graded pieces of K-theory tensored by Q 
with repect to the y-filtration (for the last 3 examples, d = 1). 
(2) To get good G-cohomologies, one can follow the idea of Edidin and 
Graham: if H*(-, *) is part of a Poincare duality theory in the sense of [B-O], 
and there exists a natural transformation from the Chow groups into H*( -, *), 
then the prescription 
H;;(X, *) := H*(Xo, *) 
for an appropriate XG defines a good G-cohomology. 
In particular, all of the above examples give good G-cohomologies. This 
construction includes the singular equivariant cohomology defined using the 
Bore1 construction [A-B] (a double fibration argument as in [E-G, 2.21 shows 
this theory coincides with singular cohomology of a mixed quotient). 
The point of definition (1.10) is the following: 
Proposition 1.12. A good G-cohomology factorizes over MG. 
Proof. Given a good G-cohomology H;(-, *), it will suffice to prove that this 
theory factorizes over the correspondence category CVG, i.e. the category which 
has same objects as VG, but has morphisms 
HoQ+( Y, X) := Corri( Y, X), 
and composition of morphisms is given by composition of correspondences. 
So let’s define a covariant functor 
Z?z(-, *) : CVG -+ {bigraded R-vector spaces} 
as follows: On objects, &(-, *) coincides with HG(-, *). For a morphism 
g : Y --) X in CYG, a push-forward 
g, : H;;( y, *) --f f$(X, *I 
is given by 
g*(o) := (Px)*(cMg) . Gr,r>*4 E ffp, *) 
for any o E Q( Y, *) (here px resp. py are the projections from X x Y to X 
resp. Y). 
One easily checks that (id), = id and (h og), = h,g,. To prove the proposi- 
tion, it is left to check that the diagram 
VG 
1 hG 
CVG 
“if-.*i 
\ 
/” 
{bigraded R-vector spaces} 
%-.*, 
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commutes. That is, for anyf : X + Yin Vo, and any (Y E Hz( Y, *), one should 
have an equality 
f”o! = [(Tf x U)/G]*” := @x)&h [(‘rf x u)IG] . (PY)*Q) E H;(X *I. 
From the projection formula for H;(-, *) it follows that intersecting with 
cl~[(‘r’. x u)/G] = Wt [‘rs], 
is the same as applying (rf),(rf)*, where rf is the immersion of ‘r’ in Y x X. 
Since clearlyf o px o rf = py o rf, this implies 
@x)*(cl~[(~rf x U)/G. W*o) = (Px),((rr),(r/)*(P~)*cy) 
= (Px)*((r/)*(rr)‘(Px)~~) 
= (Px O Tfyf)* [‘aI .f+Q 
= [A-], .f*cw =f*a 
(here the equality @X o ~f)*[~r’]~ = [Xl, in Hg(X, 0) follows from 
(Px 0 ~)*[(‘r. x V/G1 = [(X x WIGI E 4% 
by axiom (5) in definition (1.10)). Cl 
Corollary 1.13. Let Xhave a cellular decomposition as in (Example 1.8). Then 
H&k-, j) N & H;-d’Q, j) 
s=l 
for any good G-cohomology HG (-, *). 
Proof. This is immediate from the above: By Proposition 1.12, H&(X, j) de- 
pends only on the motive he(X). So by Example 1.8., 
H&!&j) = H;($ hG(S) 8 @,j) = $ H;-d$S,j). 0 
s s 
Remark 1.14. In practice, good G-cohomologies do also satisfy homotopy and 
localization and in that case (Corollary 1.13) can be proven directly, as we did 
for the Chow groups in Example 1.8. So up till now, we didn’t rea::;,; win any- 
thing by introducing the category Mo (except for the fact that tl.; ‘um, ersal’ 
formula (Example 1.8) is theoretically more satisfying than its ‘realizations’ 
(Corollary 1.13)). A more interesting application of the category Mc will be 
given in Corollary 2.17 and Remark 2.18( 1). 
1.15. Forgetful functor. There is a ‘forgetful’ functor Ou: Mc + M (‘0~’ for 
‘oubli’), defined on objects as 
04X, P, m> := (Jf, ou(p>, m), 
and on morphisms as 
Oucf) := OUcf), 
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where ou is the homomorphism from AC to A * defined in (1.1.). 
Note that by definition Ou(hc(X)) = h(X). 
The functor Ou and the natural transformation ou are related in the follow- 
ing way: 
Lemma 1.16. Suppose G is connected and solvable. Then for any h4 E MG, 
A*(Ou(M)) = ou(A;;(M)). 
Proof. Suppose A4 = (X, p, m). Then the left-hand-side is given by 
ou(p)A *+mX, 
while the right-hand-side equals 
02&A;,-MX) = ou(p)ou(A;;-m(X)). 
We thus need to know that ou: AGX + A*X is surjective. This follows from 
[F-M-S-S, Theorem l] (or, in case X projective, from [Hi]), which says that 
A “X is generated by G-stable subvarities: for such a subvariety $, 
OU[(+ x U)/G] = [+I E A’X. 0 
1.17. Localized motives. Suppose G is a split algebraic torus T. Then 
A;(Spk) = RT := Sym(F) @J Q, where f denotes the group of characters of T. 
For any X E VT, the structure morphism X -+ Spk equips A*,X with the struc- 
ture of an Rr-module. Set & := (R$)-’ . RT, where R; is the multiplicative 
system of homogeneous elements of RT of positive degree. 
We define the category of localized T-equivariant motives, Mp, by tensoring 
equivariant Chow groups with &, so one has 
CorrLP(X, Y) := @ A$mXi+r(Xj x Y) @ Q 
i 
for X, Y E VT. 
Everything we have said about MT also applies to this category Mp, in 
particular there is a functor 
hlF : VT i ,dp, 
there is a Lefschetz motive @, and Manin’s identity principle still holds. 
Note that by a result of Iversen [Iv], if X E VT, then the fixed point locus XT 
(with its reduced subscheme structure) is smooth, so it makes sense to speak 
about its T-motive. 
The following result is a motivic version of [E-G], Theorem 5: 
Theorem 1.18. Let X E VT be connected and suppose that thefixed point locus 
XT is equidimensional, with m = dim X - dim XT. Then 
h’T”“(XT) 2 h?(X) @ ([Lp)‘m E My. 
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Proof. The map from the first to the second motive is given by the class 
where r, is the graph of the inclusion r : XT -+ X. 
To prove the theorem, it suffices by Manin’s identity principle to prove that 
induced maps 
r* : A#? x Y) &I Q -+ Ajr+“(X x Y) @ Q 
are isomorphisms for all Y E VT. Taking a 7’-equivariant Chow envelope of 
X x Y (which exists by Sumihiro’s theorem [Su]), one reduces by noetherian 
induction to the case where X x Y is quasi-projective. Now the result follows 
from [E-G, Proposition 161. I3 
Corollary 1.19. Let A’, XT and m be as in Theorem 1.18. Then one has iso- 
morphisms 
for any good T-cohomology Hd( -, *), 
Proof. We have seen (Proposition 1.12) that H;( -, *) factorizes over MT. The 
same proof also shows that H;(-, *) @ Q factorizes over Mp, which proves 
the corollary. 0 
2. THE CATEGORY Mequi 
In 52, the linear algebraic group G is allowed to vary. This gives rise to a larger 
category Mequi, containing MC as a full subcategory for each linear algebraic 
group G. 
Definition 2.0. For a linear algebraic group G, let V/c be the category whose 
objects are all X E Vlc on which G acts properly with finite stabilizers and a 
geometric quotient X/G exists; morphisms in Vjc will be G-equivariant 
morphisms. 
Definition 2.1. The category Vequi consists of objects of type [X, G, 0] for 
X E VG, where G ranges over isomorphism classes of linear algebraic groups; 
morphisms in Vequi are the morphisms coming from the various VC (so Vequi is 
the disjoint union of the various vc, but with a queer notation). 
The category V~,i > Vequi consists of objects of type [X, G, 0] for X E VC, 
and of type [X, G, l] forX E Y/o, with G ranging over all isomorphism classes 
of linear algebraic groups; morphisms in Vesui are the morphisms coming from 
the various VG and V/G. 
Note that there are maps 
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VG x VH + VGxH 
(rev. V/G x V/H + v/GxH), 
sending [X, G, 0] x [Y, H, 0] to [X x Y, G x H, O] (resp [X, G, 11 x [A’, H, I] 
to [X x Y, G x H, 11). An element of Vequi or of V,& will be called primitive if 
it is not in the image of such a map with G and H non-trivial. 
2.2. The categories Vequi and V,~“i are closed under the operations u (disjoint 
union of varieties): 
[X, G, ~1 LI [Y, H, ZJ] := [X LI Y, G IJ H, a. b], 
and x !, an unusual direct product defined by the following rule: Let 
0, P E V&i (or in Vqui), and write 
0 = [X, G, a] = [XitlXi, XiErGi, a]; 
P = [Y, HI b] = [X~EJ~, XjEJHj, b], 
with [Xi, Gi, u] and [ Yj, Hi, b] primitive for each i E I, j E J, for some ordered 
sets Z, J. Let IO c I be the largest ordered subset such that there exists a bijec- 
tion r : ZO + JO c J satisfying Gi E H,(i) for each i E Zoo, and IO, JO are minimal 
with respect to the ordering. Then the unusual exterior product is defined as 
0 X! P := [XiElXi X XjcJq, XitlGi X xjcJ\J,ffj, U’b], 
where for each i E IO, Gi acts diagonally on X, x Y,(i). 
The shorthand G x ! H will be used to denote the group Xi E IGi x Xj E J\ Jo HI. 
With this notation, one has 
0 x!P=[Xx Y,Gx’H,u.b]. 
Note that by construction, x ! is associative. 
Definition 2.3. An object 0 E VGUi has Chow groups A ‘0 defined as follows: 
Suppose now 0 = [X, G, 01, P = [Y, H, 0] E V,aqui have a primitive de- 
composition as in (2.2) and suppose Y is irreducible. Then the projection 
p: 0 x ! P -+ 0 induces an unusual push-forward and pull-back, defined as fol- 
lows: The push-forward 
p! : A’(0 x! P) -A’-d’yO) 
is defined as the composition 
A’(0 x! P) := A~XXltJ,sH,(X X Y) % A&$;;y,,oH,(X) 
= A; I-dimY(x) =: Ai-dimY(o), 
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where p* is Gx x jEJ\JOHj-equivariant push-forward, and ou is restriction to a 
fiber of the morphism XGxxjtJ,,,,Hj 4 Xjtr\JOUj/Hj. It is easily seen that 
(PI OP2)! = (PlI! O (PZ)!. 
As for pull-back 
p!:A’(O)-+A’(Ox!P), 
this is given by 
where p* is G-equivariant pull-back for the projection X x XjcJ, Yj + X. Since 
this is just ordinary pull-back for the flat map 
(X x Y)~xx,,,,JO~, - xG) 
it is immediate that (pi op2)! = (~2)~ o (~1) !. 
Lemma 2.4. (i) Forp: 0 x ! P + 0 as above, one has 
p!(wp$) =p!a.P E A*O; 
(ii) For any diagram 
0 x! P x! Q 2 0 x! Q 
I 
7r 
I 
P 
Ox!P s 0 
in vequi with P of pure dimension m, one has 
+r’ =p!p; : A*(0 x! P) --) A*-“(0 x! Q). 
Proof. (i) Since restriction to a fiber commutes with push-forward, p! can also 
be decomposed as 
A&!,z,(X x Y) “5 Afc(X x Y) 2 ALprn(X). 
It follows that 
P!(ck .p!/?) = P*OU’((Y~ ((p x XjeJo q)IG x XjEJ\J,(Yi)~)) 
= P*(ou’(a) . ou’((/3 x XjeJo ?)/G x XjEJ\JO(q)Hj)) 
= P*(oJ(a) . ((B x x 5)/G x x q)) 
= P*(ou’(a) . P’P) 
= P!(O) . A 
where the last equality is the usual projection formula [Fu]. 
(ii) Let 0, P resp. Q be [X, G, 01, [Y, H, 0] resp. [Z, L, 01. The point is that we 
might as well first forget about the H-action on Y. That is, the left-hand-side 
equals (n’ ), (fl )* OU, where 
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ou : AkxiH (X x Y) + A;;(X x Y); 
17 : (x x Y x Z),,Q, -+ x, x Y; 
17’ : (X x Y x Z),,!,. 
Likewise, the right-hand-side quals P*(P’)*ou, where 
P’ : XG x Y + x,; 
P: (xx &,I, --) x,. 
The result now follows from the usual base change lemma [Fu, 1.71. 0 
2.5. Correspondences. For two objects 0, P E V&+ the group of degree r 
equivariant correspondences from 0 to P is defined as follows: Write 
0 = uj 0; = JJ [Xi, Gi, U] with Xi irreducible. Then 
Corr&(O, P) := @ Adimxtr(Oi X’ P). 
i 
To define composition of correspondences, we use the following result: If X/G 
is a geometric quotient where G acts properly with finite stabilizers on X, then 
Edidin and Graham have proven [E-G, Theorem 21 that there is a natural iso- 
morphism 
A*(X/G x Z) E A*(XG x Z), 
for any variety Z (actually, they only state the case where X x Z is quasi-pro- 
jective, but using the bigraded Chow homology of [La21 instead of higher Chow 
groups, one recovers the general case). 
So to define composition of correspondences, one may suppose all objects 
are of type [X, G, 01. Now composition 
Corr&(O, P) @ Corr&(P, Q) -+ Corr$f(O, Q) 
is defined as 
Q @ PH P O a := (POP)!((POP)!Qi . (PPQ)!P), 
where pop (resp. pop resp. pp~) is the projection from 0 x! P x! Q to 0 x! Q 
(resp. 0 x! P resp. P x! Q). 
Using Lemma 2.4, it is elementary (but tedious!) to check that this composi- 
tion law is associative. 
Examples 2.6. To illustrate the composition of correspondences, I have worked 
out below 3 different cases. It is supposed that objects 0, P, Q E Vequi are pri- 
mitive, and their varieties are irreducible. 
(1) 0 = [A’, G, 01, P = [Y, G, 01, Q = [Z, G, 01. Then composition 
Corr&,i( 0, P) @ Corr,“,,i(P, Q) + corr,‘,+,f(o, Q) 
II II II 
@‘X+r(X x y) @ A$mY+s(y x Z) + A$mX+r+s(X x Z) 
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is defined as in Definition 1.2. 
(2) 0 = [X, G, 01, P = [Y, G, 01, Q = [Z, H, 0] where G # H. Then composi- 
tion 
Corr&( 0, P) @ Corr,&(P, Q) + Corr&$(O, Q) 
II II II 
ApX+r(X x Y) @3 Ag;;+yY x Z) --+ A$,;+r+yx x Z) 
is defined as 
Q @ PH (PXZ)*((cr @ ZH) (PYZ)‘P), 
where ~1x2 resp. prz is projection from X x Y x Z to X x Z resp. Y x Z and 
the intersection takes place in the ring AL x H(X x Y x Z). 
(3) 0 = [X, G, 01, P = [Y, H, 01, Q = [Z, L, 0] where G # H # L. Then com- 
position 
Corrr(O, P) @ Corr’(P, Q) 4 
II II 
Corr’\;(O, Q) 
A$$+‘(X x Y) @ A$;;+S(Y x Z) -+ &,X+‘+s(X x Z) 
is defined as 
a @ PH 4PXZ)*(( o x ZL) . (XC x P)). 
Here the intersection takes place in the ring ,4zX H x L(X x Y x Z), PXZ is the 
projection from X x Y x Z to X x Z and 
ou:A;;xHxL(XXSpkXZ)-tAT;,L(XxZ) 
is given by restricting to a fiber of XC x (Spk), x ZL + (Spk),. 
Definition 2.7. The category of equivariant Chow motives, Mequi, is defined as 
follows: Objects are triples (O,p, m) with 0 E L)equi, p E Corr&,i(O, 0) with 
p = p2, and m E Z. Morphisms are defined as 
HomM,,,* ((0,~~ m), (P,q,n)) := qCorr&$YO, P)P c cor$&Yo, P), 
composition of morphisms being given by composition of correspondences. 
The enlarged category Mefgui > Mequi is defined by allowing 0 to lie in II&. 
2.8. Note that by construction, any MG is a full subcategory of Mequi (and 
hence of M&), cf. E xamples 2.6 (1). Objects of MG will be identified with 
objects of Mequi (and of M&J; in particular we get functors hG : VG -+ Mequi 
for any linear algebraic group G. 
The categories Mequi and Me& are additive, pseudo-abelian and have a 
tensor product: 
(O,p,m)~(P,q,n):=(Ox!P,~xq,m+n), 
where p x q is defined in the appropriate way. 
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2.9. Motives of geometric quotients. There is a contravariant functor 
defined as follows: On objects, 
h/G(X) := (X/G, id/c, o), 
where idIG denotes the class of the subvariety d/G C (x X X)/G in 
AdimX((X x X)/G) =: Hom,;u, (h/G(X), h/G(X)) 
On morphisms: iff : X + Y is in V/G, then 
f* := [(‘q)/G] E AdimY(( y x X)/G) =: Hoq,y$+-( Y),h/&-)). 
2.10. Chow groups of motives. Motives M E M& have Chow groups, defined 
as 
Ak,“i(M) := HomM;4y,(lL@i, M). 
If M = (O,p,m), this just means that A&(M) =pA’-“‘(0). In particular for 
X E VG and Y E v/G: 
A&ui(hG(X)) = AL(X); 
A&,i(h/G(Y)) = A’( Y/G). 
2.11. Manin’s identity principle. Every motive in M& is either a direct sum- 
mand of hG(X) @ [L @m for some G and some X E VG, or of h,G( Y) ~3 [LB” for 
some G and some Y E V/G. Using this, one can deduce the following version of 
Manin’s identity principle: 
1. A morphism f : A4 -+ N in Me& is an isomorphism if and only if the 
induced maps 
are isomorphisms for all G, all X E VG and all Y E V/G; 
2. Two morphisms f ,g : A4 + N in Me& coincide if and only if wf = wx 
for all G, all X and Y as above. (And using Edidin and Graham’s result [E-G, 
Theorem 21 mentioned in Correspondences 2.5, it suffices to check this for 
maps that are of the first type, i.e. for X E VG.) 
Definition 2.12. A good equivariant cohomology is a contravariant functor 
u H; (-, *) : u VG = Vequi -+ { bigraded R-vector spaces}, 
(where the disjoint union is taken over isomorphism classes of linear algebraic 
groups G) such that 
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(1) Ht;( -, *) is a good G-cohomology for each G; 
(2) There exists an exterior product 
HL(X,j) @ Hi( Y, I) -5 H&QX x Y, j + Z), 
compatible with push-forward, pull-back, intersection product and cycle class 
maps; 
(3) There are forgetful maps 
OU : Hi, *(X,j) + H#L,j), 
compatible with all other operations. 
Examples 2.13. The main examples of good equivariant cohomologies come 
from the mixed quotient approach a la Edidin-Graham (see the examples given 
in 1.11 (2)). 
Proposition 2.14. Any good equivariant cohomology factorizes over Mequi. 
Proof. Again, it suffices to prove factorization over the correspondence cate- 
gory C l/,cpi; compare Proposition 1.12. Note that using ou and x, one can define 
p! and p! also for good equivariant cohomology, for any projections 
p:Ox!P+Oorp:Ox!P-+P. 
Given a good equivariant cohomology, define 
u H’ (-, *) : CV,,“i + { bigraded R-vector spaces) 
as coinciding with the good equivariant cohomology on objects, and on 
morphisms by using p! and p!. 
To see this factorizes is similar to Proposition 1.12. 0 
Here is a first trivial example of the use of the big category Mequi: 
2.15. Trivial example. Suppose X E VG has a cellular decomposition as in 
Example 1.8 relative to a point S = Spk. Then 
he(X) 2 h(X) 63 OG E Mequi. 
Indeed, using Example 1.8 this follows from the fact that [LG z [L @ 0~ E Mequi. 
Less trivial are the following theorem and its corollary: 
Theorem 2.16. Suppose G is a connected solvable group and X E VG. Then the 
motive h(X) is canonically a quotient object of hG(X) in Mequi. 
Proof. Consider the morphism II, from hG(X) to h(X) given by 
$J := [G(A x U)/G] E AdimX (XC X x) =: HomM,,,,(hG(X),h(X)). 
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Here Xc x X is viewed as (X x U x X)/G, with G acting trivially on the second 
copy of X, and A x U denotes the subvariety of X x U x X given by 
{(Wr4X2) E Jf x u x XI xl = x2}. (Note, by the way, that the homomorphism 
induced by $ 
A&k’ = HOIIlM+, (Li,hG(X)) -+ HomM,,,,(Li,h(X)) = A’X 
coincides with the forgetful homomorphism ou (1.1)) 
To prove the theorem, it suffices to construct a section of +, cf. [SC, Remark 
1.71. Consider the transpose ‘$, which is given by 
‘$ = [G(‘(A x U))/G] E AdimX((X x X x U)/G) = AdimX(X x Xc) 
:= HOmMequ, (h(X)> hdX)), 
where ‘(A x U) denotes the subvariety 
now acts trivially on thefirst copy of X. 
I claim that 
{xl = x2} c X x X x U, and where G 
$0’11, = id E AdimX (x X x) =: HOmM,,,,(h(X),h(X)). 
To prove this claim, it suffices by Manin’s identity principle to prove that 
(11, o’+ x Ay) o Q = a 
for all varieties Y and all Q E A’(X x Y). 
Now the element ($~o’~+!~xAy)oa=($xAy)o(‘~xAy)oa is by con- 
struction given as the composition 
A’(X x Y) + A’,(X x Y) -+ A’@ x Y) 
cl ++ (prx,. y),((G(‘(A x U))/G x Ay) . (a x XG x Y)) 
P++ 04prX X y)*((P x X x 0 
(G(A x U) G x AY)), 
where ou denotes the forgetful homomorphism from A’,(X x Y) (for the trivial 
G-action) to A’(_%’ x Y). 
Suppose now that o E A’(X x Y) is the class of a G-invariant subvariety, for 
the G x id-action on X x Y. Then 
(G(‘(A x U))/G x A,). ((a x X x U)/G x Y) = (A, x U)/G 
(A,, denotes the diagonal of Q in X x Y x X x Y), so after projecting on 
Xc x Y we get the class (a x U)/G. 
Now plugging in this class in the place of ,B in the above diagram: 
4prxx Y)*(((Qx V/GxXx Y).(G(Ax u)lGxA~)) = 4prXxYL((AcYx U/G) 
= ou(a x U/G) 
= a!. 
So the claim is proven for all Q E A’(X x Y) that are classes of G x id-invariant 
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subvarieties. But by [F-M-S-S, Theorem 11, A’(X x Y) is generated by such 
classes, which ends the proof. 0 
Corollary 2.17. Suppose G is a connected solvable group and X E VC. Then there 
is a canonical surjection 
H&(X, j) + H’(X, j) 
for any good equivariant cohomology (Definition 2.12). 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.16 and Proposition 2.14. 0 
Remarks 2.18. (1) Corollary 2.17 applies in particular to the equivariant 
higher Chow groups. Remark that it does not seem easy to prove surjectivity of 
the maps 
ou: A&(X, j) -+ A’(X, j) 
directly from the j = 0 case; this result seems to be a non-trivial implication of 
the existence of the category Mequi. 
(2) Let G be again a connected solvable group. Contrary to Corollary 2.17, 
surjectivity of the maps AL(X, j) + A’(X, j) for j > 0 does not always hold if X 
is not complete, cf. [Lal]. 
Nor does Corollary 2.17 hold without the assumption that G is connected. 
For instance, let X be a complex K3-surface and G = 2/22 act freely such that 
the quotient X/G is an Enriques surface. Then the singular cohomology 
H2(Xc, Q) = H2(X/G, Q) is lo-dimensional, whereas H2(X, Q) is 22-dimen- 
sional. 
The following is a motivic version of Edidin and Graham’s result on Chow 
groups of geometric quotients [E-G, Theorem 21, which was mentioned in 
Correspondences 2.5: 
Theorem 2.19. Let X E V/C. Then 
h/G(X) g hG(X) E MG”i. 
Proof. The morphism between the two motives is given by 
[(A x U)/G] E AdimX ((x X x x u)/G) =: HomM,,.,(h/G(X),hc(X)). 
To prove this is an isomorphism, it suffices by Manin’s identity principle to 
prove that the pull-backs 
A’(@- x Y)/G x Z) + A’(@’ x Y), x Z) 
are isomorphisms for all varieties Z and all Y E V/G. But this is [E-G, Theorem 
21. 0 
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Corollary 2.20. Let X E V/C. Then 
H’(X/G, j) E H’(XG, j) 
for any H *(-, *) that is the homology in a Poincart duality theory with R-coefi- 
cients (R = Q, Qt, [w or C). 
Proof. The functor 
VGui + {bigraded R-vector spaces) 
given on objects as 
H*([X,G,a],*):= g:iF,$,)*) if:::!. 
> 
and on morphisms as in Proposition 2.14 factorizes over M,:,i. 0 
3. VARIATIONS, COMPLEMENTS 
3.0. K$motives. A variant of the category MG is obtained by replacing A’, by 
equivariant K-theory KG [Th] in the definition of correspondences, i.e. for 
X, Y E VG one defines 
Corr,;(X, Y) := Kl(X x Y), 
and composition of correspondences is defined as before. This gives rise to 
the category MK; of effective K$motives, of which objects are pairs (X,p) 
with X E VC andp = p2 E Corr,$X, X). The G = {e} case of this construction 
was treated by Gillet and Soul& [G-S, 5.21. 
Using x!, one can define a big category M,o containing the various MK; as 
full subcategories. 
equ1 
One also defines good equivariant cohomology with respect o MKo ,; this is 
a graded theory u Hz having properties as in Definition 2.12; the Daly point 
that changes is that in Definition 1.10 (5) one now asks for ‘cycle class maps’ 
KG + Hi. The main example of such a theory is of course higher equivariant 
K-theory, where these cycle class maps are simply isomorphisms. 
I leave the following application of these categories to the reader: Let G be a 
connected solvable linear algebraic group. From the fact that KGX surjects 
onto K”X for arbitrary X with G-action (which follows from the corresponding 
assertion for Chow groups), one can deduce that HiX surjects onto HiX for 
any good equivariant cohomology (with respect o M,o ,), and any smooth and 
complete G-variety X. (Contrary to thej = O-case, thi??act is no longer true if 
the completeness assumption is dropped, cf. [Lal].) 
This surprising bootstrapping principle was also observed by Merkuriev 
[Me, Theorem 6.71, using a rather different motivic category that was in- 
troduced by Panin [Pa]. 
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3.1. Extensions, open problems 
(1) For simplicity, I restricted to varieties, but there should be no difficulties 
in extending the above construction of equivariant motives to G-schemes, fol- 
lowing the G = {e} case in [D-M]. 
(2) Let G be a connected solvable linear group and X E Vo, as in Corollary 
2.17. It would be interesting to determine the kernel of the surjection 
HG(X, *) + H*(X, *). 
For G a torus, Brion [Br 31 has proven that there are isomorphisms 
&(X)/A#pK) . A*,(X) 1 A*(X). 
In light of this result, one may wonder if the above kernel always equals 
HA(Spk, 0) . H;;(X, *)? 
If X is cellular as in Example 1.8, one is reduced by Corollary 1.13 to prove 
the corresponding statement for the base S. In particular, one thus finds that if 
X is a smooth projective variety over k with a torus action, then there are iso- 
morphisms of higher Chow groups 
A’,(X, *)/&Spk) q-(X, *) -t A*@, *). 
(3) Let T be a fixed split algebraic torus. The direct limits lim, A*,X and 
lim, A*X, for X ranging over all complete and simplicial toric compactifica- 
tions of T correspond to various versions of McMullen’s polytope algebra, cf. 
[Brl], [Br2] and [F-S]. 
Can one also give combinatorial meaning to the motives of the ‘universal’ 
toric variety lim, hr(X) and lim, h(X)? 
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